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Minister of Public Works, the work of 
harbor expansion here has been officially 
recognized as a national duty in the per
formance of which not only this city and 
provinçe bnt the Dominion as a whole is 
interested and to the continuation of 
which along progressive lines, the country 
as a, whole is definitely committed.

exporting millions of bushels of wheat, 
millions of bales, of cotton, gallciBs of oil

tariff agreement with the United States 
Will be a -sfep towartt separation from tire 

and manufactured articles without num- Empire-but that cry is well recognized 
her, her merchant marine has dwindled in this country now as bom of a desire 
to the present pitiable condition. Some- to prevent any lessening of the profits 
thing has 'happened to explain the fact which the pro 
that she lags so far behind, in marine en- country derive
terprise; that the old courage to succeed Sir Wilfrid Lahrier and Mr. Fielding 
in spite of all hazards has departed. Here made it clear when they dealt with the 
is real decadence, and not the fancied ar- United States a few months ago that 
tide discovered by the English tariff re- they were fully sensible of the advant- 
formers. ageous position occupied by this country

and of the independence it has won for 
itself commercially. They demonstrated 
conclusively not only their desire but 
their ability to ctir

manic report upon it now, the Verdict of 
the aldermen will t *>

not be displeasing, be
cause, although it is highly self-contradic
tory, it asserts in the main that the aider- 
men, the civic officials, the Hassam Paving 
Company, and all hands excepting only 
Mr. Jamês Carleton and the newspapers, 
have attended strictly to their business 
and are in no serious degree blameworthy. 
As it is the desire of the populace gener
ally to think along pleasant lines, the ver
dict in this sense will be an agreeable 
one, more particularly to the gentlemen 
who thus present themselves with 
and interesting certificate of character. 

But. oa the other hand, to all citizens 
Canadian interest to the full. They have who have given close attention to the 
said on many occasions that they, the j Main street matter and to the administra- 
authors of the British preference, would 
not only maintain that preference, but 
that they regarded it as the corner stone at once 
of their tariff policies. Inasmuch as it 

the Liberal government which initia
ted this great Imperial tariff -movement, 
the cry raised by its political opponents 
in this country tdday rings false.

The hews says that no advocate of reci
procity can show its benefits to Canada
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Jj* °“sed,by lack °* nutrition, the result of we«kneM oî^*1 
of the etomsoh end other organ, of digestion end nutritif I)!J1« f8* 
weaknesses of the stomach end its allied organs are cured hv tk. 5?^
Pieroe e Golden Medical Discovery. When the weak or dl.eea.d U,se 0 
cored, diseases of other organs which item remote from the .1 6d “omach jt 
have their origin in e dieeaeed oonditlon of the îtom.ch tod “ but whjci> 
other organs of digestion end nutrition, ere cured also.

Tin efrond man baa a atronû atomaob.
Tnho the above recommended “Dtmcov* 
ery" and yon may bare a mtronû etom* 
acb and a strong body.

Gtvbn Away.—Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical Adviser, 
new revised Edition, is sent frto on receipt of stamps to pay 
expense of mailing only. Send 31 one-oent stamps for the 
book m paper covers, or 50 stamps for the cloth-bound vol- 
mne. Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.

interests in this 
class legislation.

MEN OF PLAIN SPEECH k
Thousands of St. John people crowded 

several of the city churches last Sunday 
t6 hear some of the foremost men in the 
Church of England in our day. Some, per
haps, went through curiosity, but more, 
doubtless, in search of some new and 
strengthening word from these great cap
tains of the Gospel. To a layman a note
worthy feature common to almost all the 
pulpit utterances m the churches referred 
to last Sunday was the exceedingly plain 
speech of the clergymen, the absence of 
ornate or ostentatious diction, and the 
direct insistence upon the old-fashioned 
truths that love is service and that the 
professing Christian must put on the 
whole armor of righteousness, and 
in homely and perhaps hard and disagree
able ways, or else prove recreant to his 
faith.

It has been asserted in 
that there is in the Church of England to- 
âaÿ -ft tendency either towards •■unbelief or 
towards symbolism. One ^ould not readily

There is no question but protec
tion has blasted this industry. There are 
no articled to which protection can 
be applied which are not directly a fac
tor in a myriad of other industries and 
indirectly so in all the countless branches 
of industry. Even to secure data upon 
■which an estimate can be made of what 
is or what is not fair protection requires

nserve every legitimate

tion of the spending departments of the 
City, the verdict of the aldermen will be 

inconclusive, contradictory, at 
odds with the facts and the evidence, and 
therefore

an accurate knowledge on the part of 
the framers of a tariff of every conceiv- was 
able industry in all its varie^ relations.
No one will suspect the congressmen of 
having this knowledge ; they may know 
more about politics but# they know less 
about business than do their fellow-
citizens who are engaged in business. So even on local grounds. If the News will 
the disastrous result of experiment must [ wait until it has seen what sort of reci- 
be awaited before they can guess at the 
wide-spread effect of any provision. In 
seeking to protect one favored industry 
they forget the multitude of' other indus
tries which that favoritism will destroy.
Like a bad physician, the very remedy 
which thus blasts 'the industry of 
try buries its mai-practice below the sight 
of criticism.

very unsatisfactory. And it is 
doubly unsatisfactory for this other rea
son, that it does not disclose at City Hall: 
any robust intention to reform the de
partments in question and to make it im
possible in future for unfortunate 
rence of the recent trouble.

XAuthorized Agent
The following agent is authorized to 

canvass and collect for The Semi-Weekly 
Telegraph, viz.: FAMOUS GEMS OF PROSE

Wm. Somerville
recur-

A SOUTHERN CONFEDRACY
By Daniel WebsterT8E DAILY TELEGRAPH 

THE SEMI-WEEKLY TELEGttAPB 
THE EVENING TIMES

procity the United States is willing to 
agree upon, the value of its words will be

There are some things which an observ
ing public will not readily forget. Some 
of them are:

That the city intended to have, and i« J KNOW, although the idea has not been Stated distinct: - th 
paying for, a concrete foundation in Main I IS to be, or is supposed possible that there will he -i ' '
street but that it is not getting what it f confederacy. I % not mean, whenVa'llude^o

~ Mr. Carleton «̂ "“T, ’ "" "

m protest, and had thus concentrated j that the idea has been entertained that after theU,rgeSw- '' s™'here public and official attention on the Main union a southern confederacy might be formeil T 1SS°lut : 
street job, there is reason to believe that it has ever been thought of. talked of. or dreamed^™ TntheV’W 
the whole work would have been as un- flights of human imagination. But the idea so far as it exists t,? 
satisfactory as was that portion which be of a separation, assigning the slave states to one side and'th, tvl 
was so roundly condemned not only by ; states to the other. Sir, I may exuress mvRelf tnn drnm l ' 
the inspector but by the Mayor and the but there are impossibilities m toe moral as well as rnaps'
S?" rf- „ *<*“• — I hold the idea of
That while the Hassam method has are free to form one government and those that are slav Y 

now been officially endorsed by the city, ; form another, as such an impossibility. We could not S,.,''.1rt 
the city does not know, officially or un-, states by any such line it we were to draw it We coukl i, t ! 
officially, What the Hassam method is; ! down here today and draw a line of separation that would Lisfy 
the engineer was unable to tell what it any five men in the country. There are natural causes that wo, 
is; and other evidence concerning it was keep and tie us together and there are social and domestic relath '

which we could not break if we would and which 
we could.

Sir, nobody can look over the face of this country at the present 
moment, nobody can see where its population is most dense and 
growing, without being ready to admit that ere long the strength of 
America will be in the valley of the Mississippi. Well, now, sir I 
beg to inquire what the wildest enthusiast has to say on the possibih- 
ty of cutting that river in two and leaving free states as its source 
and on its branches, and slave states 
separate government? Pray, sir, let 
country that these things 
consideration.

some quarters
From the famous “seventh of March" speech in the U. S. senate, Marchmeasured much more easily. It is unwise 

to argue in such a way in advance of the 
knowledge that we shall have a little later 
on, and it is worth noting that 
not conclude

1850.

New Brunswick * Independent 
newspapers.

These newspapers admatei 
British connection 
Heuestjtln pabte 
Measures for the material 

progress and moral advance- 
tient «four great Dominion 

Ne graft!
No deals! t 

The Thistle, tt|erec|, *e$e entwine, 
The Maple Leaf forever.”

discover excuse for, that assertion in any 
of the more striking addresses made by we can-
our visitors of last Sabbath. On the 
trary, if one were to judge of present day 
tendencies in the Church of England by 
the discourses heard here last Sabbath he 
would be likely to say

swing ^back toward simplicity and 
renewed insistence upon the fundamentals.

The Bishop of London himself, chief 
among the visitors, is in the view of the 
wayfarer, who thinks of religion rather 
than of creeds, a twentieth century 
sader, dealing manfully and with unflag
ging courage, with tenderness and yet with 
daring, with the great problems and the 
small, with the high things and the 
that

a coun- any arrangement until that 
knowledge has been widely proclaimed 
throughout this country.

The News may be assured that if the 
terms are not advantageous to Canada 
there will be no reciprocity agreement 
with Uncle Sam. Also, it may be as
sured that if an advantageous agreement 
shall be found possible in the near future, 
the growing volume of low tariff senti
ment in this country will demand such 
additional freedom of trade

But that is not all. The only remedies 
proposed today to build up a merchant 
marine worthy of* the traditions of the

life
that there

was a
past are subsidies and more discrimina
ting duties. The habit of running to 
Washington for aid seems fixed. The doc
trine of paternal care taking the place of 
self-help has transformed the former ag
gressive self-reliance into limp depend
ence. Ship-building companies whine for 
a subsidy or a grant of aid 
spirit of the old days of the “Flying 
Cloud and of the Salem ships and sailors 
is never heard of. The United States has 
the material for building ships, she has 
the commerce for making ships pay, she 
has in the fisheries of the Maine coast 
and of New England the finest material 
the world ever will produce for manning 
ships. For decades she has - tried 
protect” them, but it was the kind of

i

as may be 
had without injury to any important Can
adian interest.and the

come into the everyday lives of the 
rich and the poor, the hale and the sick, 
the righteous and the sinners, among the 
people to whom he ministers. For 
years his work and his public addresses 
have shown him to be a man of great com-

6000 HUNTING
J&mi-Wts&lg <M*graptt

and 'gJïetüs

From now until the Ides of November 
many of our quiet, decent citizens will 
“play hobo," as the unregenerate call the 
sylvan sport of hunting. Perhaps the first 
advice to offer to Nimrods, seasoned and 
unseasoned, is not to shoot one of your 

to fellows, mistaking him for
“lucifee,” a caribou or bear. If 
you must slay, do it for cause, 
to your own hanging 
gallows, if need be, but not in the thicket 
because he has moved a branch or broken 
a twig. Shooting him the first 
will go forth to die like 
blooded citizen; in the second 
will go forth to live a fugitive and 
derer with the mark of Cain 
the end of the chapter. It is not a sports
manlike thing in either case and the first 
commandment in all kinds of wildcraft is:
“Be a sport.”

The one point which the mighty African 
hunter last year alwaj-s insisted on was not 
to wound animals and lose them. How
ever well a man may shoot at a small 
mark on a target, the conditions are differ
ent in the forest. Out of the thousands of 
men who go out every fall to hunt with 

Here we have the extreme view, put ^e rifle, only a very few have any oppor-
forward by an organ of the protected in- tunities during the close season for rifle

! terests which desire a continuation and practice under conditions similar to those !
they will meet with in the forest. The representatives because he dared to say 
targets offered by wild animals in the • ^ was his duty to demand a dollar’s

anything ; worth of work for every dollar of city 
could be from the targets used on rifle money expended under his eye.
ranges. A sportsman tells of a guide that There are, in the aldermanic report, The Register-Extension, of Toronto, a
he thought to entertain by taking him to 8everal attempts to confuse the issue, at- leading organ of the English speaking
a city rifle range. He bade him watch temPts that are unworthy of men in a Catholics of Canada, says editorially:
the experts as they made bull’s eye after ! re9Ponsible position. If there was to be i somehow that Fr. V aughan s
bull’s eye, seldom missing a space the size a serl°u« investigation of the Main street denunciation of Protestantism as a soul-
of a man’s head at 200 measured yards. ! and of the civic spending depart- ^ese religion, was a serious mistake. It is of the Canadian naval department, rv-
After watching for a time in silence the raents’ the way to set about it was to | an offensive phrase and we have been ob- that the proposed Canadian cruisers an !

not for thelhave the inquiry conducted by an impar-1 jectin8 to offensive phrases. The expression | destroyers will form a most useful add-
means nothing and has merely served to : tion to the Imperial navy, and

so obviously contradictory as to leave this 
interesting question in doubt.

That the main proposition in the aider- 
manic report of investigation is based

we should not if

up-
ST. JOHN, N. B., SEPTEMBER 17, 1910 on the contention that the Hassam people 

did not intend orsense, of resistless earnestness, and 
of infinite tact. A very human person, 
the bishop, who has been able to touch 
in an intimate way men and women of 
all stations in life, and to all of them 
whose confidence he has won he has said 
without mincing the plain words that 
bring home to each and all the full

desire . to roll the 
broken stone before the grouting mixture 
had been applied ; whereas, it has been 
asserted freely and frequently that in 
Fredericton when the Hassam 
pu£ through another contract, the stone 
was regularly rolled before the mixture 
applied ; that it was, apparently, at 
time the intention to bring evidence to 
show what the Hassam method was in 
Fredericton, but that for some reason that 
very pertinent line of inquiry was not fol
lowed home.

EAST AND WEST a goose or 
a man 

the open,
The Minister of Public Works has 

among his occasional critics, some who are 
disposed to fear that Federal aid given 
to projects such as the Hudson Bay rail
road, and the improvement of western 
waterways and harbors, will interfere un
duly with the expansion of eastern Can
adian ports, in which we are all so deeply 
interested. There is, as a matter of fact, 
no basis for any such uneasiness, and it is 
obviously unfair, even by inference, to 
charge Hon. Mr. Pugsley with disloyalty 
to the East because of his interest in 
other sections of the country,- with which 
his department must dyl With the 
broad and generous spirifc which marks its 
treatment of affairs in these provinces by 
the sea.

protection that the angel meted out to 
Adam when the flame of a sword “pro
tected” him from Paradise. The Ameri
cans must repeal the laws which hamper 
ship-builders and ship-owners and depend 
upon those sturdy seamen to go out and 
fight the battle in the old spirit.

its mouth, each forming a 
say to the people of this

worthy of their pondering and their

near
company me

are

meas- way youure of responsibility.
In every century, in every decade, there 

spring up in 
which, were they not resisted, would surely 
weaken the religious efficiency of the or
ganization. Qur generation is not peculiar 
in this matter, though some believe it to 
be so because they perceive that it is 
marked by a freer range of thought, a 
more daring analysis of all things on the 
part of an increasing number of the 
thoughtful men of the time. But the

any other hot- of his impending election. Bryan did not 
. read accurately the signs of the times. 

Then there was acute dissatisfaction with 
the enforcement of the prohibition law; 
this year the area of discontent was great
ly increased, and the Democratic party was 
prepared with a man who promised amend
ment.

In the internal politics of the state Mr.
,, j , , , . , Plaisted’s election means the resubmissiona well developed tendency to try to dis- . ,, , . , . ,j., ,r , i of the liquor law to the people, with thecredit Mr. Carleton, and an equally clear, , , : , , t .. ,| almost absolute certainty of its rejection

intent to defend the paring companv, the ...... , .r,. ■ , , , w , , | and elimination from the constitution. Thiscity officials, and the aldermen, at all ; , ,
i j . ,. , . does not mean a decline of temperance
nazards, and as these things have been1 .. ,, . , , ,., , sentiment in the state but a return to moral
quite apparent to the taxpayers they will
not be pleased by the manner in which 
Mr. Carleton has been rewarded by their

buyers of motor cars to have a horn tba 
will make a nib re unearthly sound thaï 
that owned, controlled, and operated b 
any of their neighbors. There ;s no 
point in this argument for 
sounds, anyway. If the Ottawa 
is in a state of a nervous collap 
of the honking, he would be 
it was pitched all in one key. The var:e:v 
itself should be a relief to him.

* * *

Moncton expects to have natural : ■=, 
piped into the city limits early in 1911, and 
if this expectation is fulfilled there wV.l 
be, in the already rapidly growing railway 
town, a very great additional industrial . - 
velopment.

There will now be a general, and no 
doubt a sustained, demand that Mr. J 
Carleton become a candidate for a se 
the next Council. His election would be a 
fitting answer to the aldermanic report o: 
the aldermanic investigation. And he will 
be elected if he is willing to

way you 
a wan- 

upon you to

every church tendencies
THE EXTREMISTS

“No advocate of reciprocity,” says the 
Conservative Toronto News, “can show 
its benefits to Canada 
grounds.’ ”

Tli us are roughly set down a few of the 
aspects of the Main street job of which 
the report adopted by the Council by no 
means disposes. From the first there was

even on ‘local 
The News thinks that 

advantage from closer international trade 
relations Would go to the United States, 
and says it is impossible that it should 
be otherwise. The News says also that 
“to assert that reciprocity would be ad
vantageous to the Empire is merely 
stupid.”

men of the churches do not fear freedom 
so long as it is guided or inspired by knowl
edge of the honest search after knowledge; 
and if in our day there are, ip some direc
tions, evidences of somewhat disturbing 
tendencies, it should be remembered that 
there are also in our day evidences that j an 
the agencies of true religion are more than

Growth of trade, and commerce in Can
ada must be along natqral lines, remem
bering that it is the settled policy of the 

x^. administration, as long ago defined by Sir 
Wilfrid Laurier, to keep Canadian trade 
in Canadian channels. During the recent 
trip through certain other provinces. Hon.
Mr. Pugsley placed considerable emphasis 
upon national reasons for equipping and 
expanding the ports of eastern Canada in 
order that the trade of the whole country 
might be effectively handled and that the 
increasing traffic from the West might not 
find eastern ports falling behind in the 
matter of terminal and transportation
facilities. These operations for the develop- tend to weaken the church and to spread
ment of our eastern ports are important divisions and uncertainties among its ad-
from the western standpoint as well as herents. After all, the old things and the
from the eastern, and it is noteworthy simple ways are the best,
that much that the Minister of Public __ - „n ,

a suasion and other methods of securing it. 
As the law was administered it was the
most blatant hypocricy, and was fast bring
ing all law into disrepute.increase of special legislation in order

r . , that the Canadian manufacturer may, un-
ever far-reachmg and powerful, even if we der the cover of protectionist la*S- deal
measure them only by the mercy which wi& the Canadian consumer after the 
man extends to his fellow man through- r -, ,. , ..._ . t« * ,i , , s tasmon of the railroading phrase which
out our civdization It » the fearless men 6ay3 tbat the proper frelght charge 18
like the Bishop of London whose speech ,s that the traffic wffl bear „ 
plain and fearless and whose walk is in 
accordance with such speech, who 
stantly make head against the forces thatr

woods are about as different N0T£ AND COMMENT

There is of course a kind of reciprocity 
with the United States that Canada is 
not seeking and would not accept under 
any circumstances. When our American 
friends come to talk reciprocity with us, 
as they expect to do a few weeks hence, 
they will no longer expect that we in 
Canada will throw open our markets to 
their manufactures in return for the free

Commander Roper, R. X., chief of staff

guide remarked: “If it
noise and the powder smoke this would be ! authority or tribunal outside the 
a very ladylike game." When a man has j Council, and to engage competent counsel ] ,tlr up bad teellng and t0 create 8entl" 
had the experience of trying to shoot af-|'vitl1 Power to call and cross-examine, such menta o£ rcsentment 111 the breasts of 
ter being blown by hill climbing, or when j "fatnesses as he desired and to act upon 
his fingers are stiff with the morning cold any or information supplied to him 
as he lies behind a log in the forest, he °Penbr or confidentially by the taxpayers, 
may be inclined to agree with the guide, j Had that been done we should have had 

It is a good plan to make a rule never! more concrete and less whitewash.

are, under
existing conditions, preferable to Dread
noughts, of which Britain at present has 
a sufficient numoer. Some of the wilder 
Conservative politicians whose habit it is 
to assail the Laurier naval policy should 
paste in their hats the statements

Works had to say in this connection dur
ing his recent tour was very warmly en
dorsed by his audiences. "

The success or non-success of the Hud
son Bay Railway and of other western 
projects is a matter that will be clearer 
some years hence; but, however that may 
turn out, the increased acreage yearly 
brought under cultivation in the West, 
and the great stream of population 
fcinually flowing into that territory, must 
mean, for a generation to come, 
mendous increase in the traffic flowing be
tween East and West. There is 
to fear that the ports of d;he East will 
lack for traffic. Evidence to the contrary 
is already present in an overwhelming de
gree. The growth of the shipping business 
in Montreal, in Quebec, in St. John, and

----- ie Halifax, has been due not at all to
artificial causes, -but has been brought 
about by by the direct pressure of the in
creased business the nation is- doing. 
1 hanks to the Federal government's 
gressive policy, it is now assured that St. 
John, the natural Winter Port of the 
Dominion, will follow out a comprehensive 
scheme of harbor development that will 
keep pace from year to year with the 
growing demands of the freight that must 
come to tidewater here, and of the freight 
that must enter here from oversea fdr dis
tribution throughout Canada. The West 
will want many things in the future, but 
so will the East, and it is only by co
operation and fair understanding between 
the several provinces of the Dominion 
that the true Canadian policy of transpor
tation—the all-Canadian—can be worked 
out satisfactorily. It is true that 
freight may go by the Hudson Bay route 
and that some will go through Vancouver, 
but it must be remembered that within a 
few years the productive acreage in any 
one western province will exceed that of 
all- those provinces together this year, and, 
while new routes will be developed, there 
is no substitute for the great natural route 
which leads to Montreal and Quebec in 
the summer and to St. John and Halifax 
in the winter.

^ ear by year it has bëcome increasingly 
clear that the expansion of St. John 
winter port has been along sound lines 
and it is more than ever a matter for 
congratulation that, thanks to the present

THE TARIFF AND SHIPPING kindly and well-intentioned Protestante. 
Abuse never made a convert and we feel 
that Catholic truth can be unfolded with
out inflaming the prejudices of those who 
hold opposite views.”

The tariff reformers in England still : entry of our raw material into their 
speak of commercial decadence and the country. Nor will they ask that we
decline of England’s commerce. Not only should ' extend to them the same prefer-
do the stars in their courses fight against ential treatment that we give to the Uni- 
them, but England s ships and sailors on ted Kingdom and to some other parts of
every sea are proving them lying and j the British Empire. Mr. Taft, and the
foolish prophets. Two-thirds of the carry- j school of tariff thought that he 
mg trade of the world was conveyed last sents, fully realize that Canada will not 
year under the Union Jack. In

this
expert.

to fire at large game beyond a range of I -------- The Canadian Associated Press is re-
150 yards, and then only if one has a good ^le matter stands today, the Has- ceiving praise for its prompt and full re
steady view at the animal. The modern ! sam Company camps on the field. But Por^ of the Fisheries Award, and the
high-power rifle has led to much cruelty'th= 18 not a=d echoes of j ^“*0“ a^othe^ news' a^en ries .^Ottawa

by encouraging reckless shooting at ex- lfc be heard from this time until after ! Journal, 
treme distances, some hunters continuing next civic election. In the meantime 
firing as long as the game is in sight. We ! ^ be necessary to ascertain by
hear of very long shots having been made, petent evidence what method, with re
but we do not hear of the many noble j ePec^ to rolling the stone, was really foi
st ags wounded by reckless shooting when ! ^owe^ by the Hassam Company in Fred-1

beyond accurate range. Be familiar with : er^cboTi ; and it will be the part of wisdom An Ottawa alderman advances the !
your rifle. Test the sights before trying1 City Hall to see that the inspection of : argument that all the automobiles horns
it on game. You can never trust the remaining paving work to be done should make a similar noise, and an Ot-
sights as they are placed on the gun at the ! *or c*ty 8hall be more than perfimet- ; tawa newspaper placidly endorses this 
factory, and the forest is no place for align- ory" Tt must be clear to all who have theory because, as it says, “one cannot be
ing sights and testing elevations. Do not followed the investigation from its incep- 8ure whether a bull, a brass band or boy

absolutely certain of tion thafc an examination and reform of with a tin trumpet is swooping up
from behind, or about to whirl on you 
from around the next corner, when 
automobile is in question.” Notwithstand
ing the alderman, and the newspaper that 
is charmed by his ideas, it is highly prob-

, able that the automobile in this country w^e scarves to be
... , , , the neck have been received wr

w.U continue to produce a very wide They are in many effects, mam ! 
variety of honks. It is the whim of many ' ly beaded.

The appearance of typhoid fever at 
Campbellton should tend to direct public 
attention afresh to the serious nature : 
the situation bound to develop there as 
winter approaches. The brave and ener
getic men who have been exerting then- 
selves to better the situation of the fire 
sufferers deserve at this time 
ure of public support, and any statements 
they may make as vO the needs of the peo- 

I pie there should be given close attention, 
for they are on the ground.

this . deal on any such terms. This recognition
carrying tra.de Britain has no rival; Ger- . by the Americans is one of the things
many carried but one-eeventh
and as for the United Stàtes, her mer- , now be possible to -work out a
chant flag has almost disappeared from agreement which would be of benefit to
the seas. At present she has about eleven j the great mass of the people in both 
vessels engaged in cross-seaa trade and j countries. There is, in short, a sort of
three of these were built in England, i reciprocity that does not reciprocate, and
Her total tonnage engaged in foreign trade that we do not seek and will not have;
is less than 140,000, w^ile Bptain's mer- j but there is another sort of reciprocity
chant marine totals nearly, twenty mil-1.that would be directly beneficial to Can-

ada, and to the Empire as well, and if

tre- The Telegraph and The Times are the 
only newspapers in the Maritime Prov
inces that pay for the Canadian Associat
ed Press service.

as much, j that makes it seem probable that it may
tariffno reason a grea

A HARD-HITTING RETORT.
(M. A. P.)

When Wellington appeared in 
at the Court of Restoration, the 
o fthe empire turned their backt

The king apologized to him 
rudeness.

“N’importe, sire, “est leur 1: 
was Wellington’s reply.

lions.
What; is the cause of the disappearance shoot until you are 

the games you are shooting at, and when ! c'v^c spending departments is 
you are certain the hands, the eye and Pressing duty in St. John.

our government can arrange for that, the 
of the Stars and Stripes from the ports people of Canada will welcome the addi- 
of the world ? Thirty years, ago American j tional freedom of trade that 
ships were noted for their record

on you
pro-

it would
pass- j bring.

ages, for speed and all round eailoring In dealing with the United States, as 
they had no equal. They divided with : in dealing with other nations, any 
Britain the carrying trade of the world, j changes that ma> be made in the Can- 
and received

the brain must be qpick, very quick. For 
the old Gaelic hunting song is ever true: 

“Tha’n eilid anna a’ ghleannan so;
Cha n-amadan gun eolas 
A leanadh i mar b’aithne dha 
Tigh'n furasda na codhail.”

And so on through many lines.
We give you good hunting.

THE MAINE ELECTIONS
As foreshadowed in these columns a îay

I or two a8°. the unexpected has happened 
in the adjoining state of Maine, 
bad liquor will flow in this

a fair proportion of that j adran tariff will be made in the interest 
trade, for in many cases shippers pre-; of the people of this country, and 
ferred them on account of their speed, i because of any mere desire to promote 
De Tocqueville, writing of that time, J trade with the Republic or -any wish to 
says: ‘The European sailor navigates I curry favor with the people to the south 
with prudence; he sets sail only when the of us. Their tariff, if it be revised down- 
weather is favorable ; if an unforeseen ac- j ward, will be changed for the reason that 
cident befalls him he puts into port; at j such a change is deemed beneficial to the 
night he furls

Much
prohibition

state over the result of Monday's elections. 
The fact that the Democratic party have 
elected a Governor, secured control of the 
Legislature, defeated Republican congress- 

After some weeks of investigation by | men, and win be able to name the suc- 
a committee of aldermen, a report was j cesser to Eugene V. Hale, is one of great 
submitted on Tuesday evening to the | significance. Beyond a break thirty years 
Council, setting forth the opinions and1 ago, when the Fusion candidate, father of' 
findings of the judge and jury who have the present Governor-elect, received a small 
been trying themselves for neglect of their j plurality, the Republican party have 
public duties. As is customary in such j ways had control. The party bosses had ! 
cases, the verdict of the jury is that “all !

1
THE VERDICT OF THE ALDERMEN Uncle Walt I!

a portion of his canvas; American people generally, and not be- 
and when the whitening billows intimate cause they desire to thrust a new mea- 
the vicinity of land he^checke his course | sure of profitable trade upon the people 
and takes an observation of the sun. The i north of them.
American neglects these precautions and. When tariff making comes to be dis- 
braves these dangers; he weighs anchor i cussed, in Canada as in the United States, 
before the tempest is pver; by night and I there is bound to be a great amount of 
by day he spreads his sheets to the wind; | dust-throwing by those special interests 
he repairs as he goes along such damage j who fear any change in the tariff that 
as his vessel may have sustained from the, may take from them the unjust profit 
storm. .

The Poet Philosopher
some

'
al-j

My shack is rather poor and humble, but on its roof the > 
grown to feel and to act as if they were | plays, and in the yard the glad bees bumble, and birds are - 

T. , , ,, ... , . . lthe whoIe state- Thls “ the chief reason rag-time lays ; my hours are long, my w

gationr $ü SâSIAT SSXt;. .
graph yesterday morning, and it is a fair at the greatly increased cost of admmis-j at the door. I suffer under sling and ,
assump ion a y “ lme mos °f f tration. Mr. Planted bad a splendid record whole day long, and I grow sad : encounter people mean and
those who have from the first g.ven the as mayor of one of their chief cities, is aj and much that’s wearisome and bad ; but in the growing dus
paving question and the question of the man of sterling and recognized integrity, der, my troubles and my worries o’er, to that small cottage
administration of the city s spending de- and the election is in the way of a per- der. and One who loves me at the door. The man who lab
partmente, any real a tent,on. have exam- sonal triumph. j ditches, at hewing rock Or plowing loam, should heedless be ,
ned the finding of the committee. To Maine has always been looked upon as'ly riches, if some One loves him in his home. WThen warn in

a barometer in Federal politics. Two years' the evening bell come that day is done, its labors o’er, how 
adverse majority of only 7,700 was is to meet a welcome from one who loves you. at the door ! 

hailed by the Democratic chief

is lovely and the goose hangs high.”

it

i
• • Upon hie return he can they have enjoyed at the consumer’s ex

sell his tea for half penny a pound j pense. In both countries the laboring 
less than the English merchant, and his man. will be told that reduction of 
purpose is accomplished.”

n*
any

sort in the tariff will lower hie wages,
Something has certainly eaten -out the J whereas the truth is that any effect which 

heart of American daring on the high, such diminution may have will be in the
Having the longest coast line of, opposite direction. In Canada our Tory those who have not had any knowledge

any country in the world, with some of j Imperialist friends will tell us that any I of the Main street paving situation from
the finest sea ports, harbors and rivers, e^t to arrive at a mutually favorable the first, and who read only the alder-

n*
•’ e

d*

ago an

proof 1 Copyright, 1910 by George Matthew Ada mit. .WALT MASON.as a
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